
M.2 Tennis ball simulation: Free fall, projectile motion, top-spin, bounce, slide, roll, stop

Shown to the right is a bouncing tennis ball B.1

Measurements of the balls motion are facilitated with
right-handed orthogonal unit vectors n̂x, n̂y, n̂z fixed
in N with n̂x directed horizontally-right and n̂y

vertically-upward. Regard the Earth’s surface to be a
flat horizontal Newtonian reference frame N passing
through No (a point of N) and perpendicular to n̂y.

Quantity Symbol Type Value
Mass of B m Constant 70 grams
Radius of B r Constant 3.8 cm
B’s cross-sectional area A Constant π r2

B’s moment of inertia for any line through Bcm (B’s center of mass) I Constant 0.4 m r2

Earth’s gravitational constant g Constant 9.8 m
s2

Density of air (sea level) ρair Constant 1.2 kg

m3

Coefficient of drag (experimental/depends on Reynolds number) CD Constant 0.5 1
s2

Coefficient used in aerodynamic lift force model (experimental) Le Constant 1.5 NoUnits
Coefficient used in aerodynamic torque model (experimental) Te Constant 0.02 NoUnits

Spring constant k Constant 80 N
cm2

Material damping constant ζ Constant 0.008 NoUnits
Coefficient of friction between ball and ground (static or kinetic) µ Constant 0.3 NoUnits
∗Tabulated numerical values represent one scenario. Simulations should provide the ability to vary these values.

Aerodynamic forces on B can be replaced by a force �F
Bcm

Aero applied to Bcm together with a couple
whose torque �T

B

Aero is equal to the moment of the aerodynamic forces on B about Bcm. The equiv-
alent aerodynamic force is frequently written �FAero = �FDrag + �FLift, where the first component of
�FAero is called aerodynamic drag and is directed opposite �v (with no wind, �v is Bcm’s velocity in N).

FLift

FDrag

v

TAero

�FDrag = -1
2 ρair A CD

∣∣�v∣∣ �v

The second component of �FAero is called lift force (or Magnus

force), is perpendicular to both �ωωωωωωωωωωωωω and �v (�u is a unit vector in the direc-

tion of �ωωωωωωωωωωωωω ×�v), and depends on the coefficient of lift CL =
Le r

∣∣�ωωωωωωωωωωωωω∣∣∣∣�v∣∣ .

�FLift = 1
2 ρair A CL

∣∣�v∣∣2 û or �FLift = 1
2 ρair A Le r

∣∣�ωωωωωωωωωωωωω∣∣ ∣∣�v∣∣ û

To avoid divide-by-zero errors, approximate �u ≈ �ωωωωωωωωωωωωω ×�v���ωωωωωωωωωωωωω ×�v
�� + εω

, with εω below.

It is questionable whether this model for �FLift is valid during ongoing contact. It

may be sensible to set Le ≈ 0 when rolling/sliding.

Aerodynamic torque �T
B

Aero on a spinning ball moving through air
is not well understood. Approximate using Adair [1, pp. 25-26] as
shown right where εω is very small (e.g., 1 x 10-9 ∗ small value of

���ωωωωωωωωωωωωω
��).

�T
B

Aero = -Te r
∣∣�FLift

∣∣ �ωωωωωωωωωωωωω∣∣�ωωωωωωωωωωωωω∣∣ + εω

Compressional stiffness of the ball is modeled with a nonlinear spring that is active when the ball is
compressed due to contact with the ground. Because compression of the ball puts more surface area in
contact with the ground, the spring force is modeled as having magnitude k (∆r)2, where ∆r is the

change in the ball’s radius due to compression. �FSpring = k ∆r2 n̂y (active when ball is compressed).

1More information on the physics of tennis balls is in Rod Cross, “Grip, Slip of Tennis Ball,” Journal of Applied Mechanics,
Vol. 70, No. 11, Nov. 2002.
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Material damping in the ball is modeled with a linear damper b = 2 ζ
√

m k that resists the ball’s
further compression, and is active only when the ball is further compressing and in contact with

the ground. �FDamper = b ∆̇r n̂y (active when ball is in compressed and compressing).

Note: A more accurate model of damping scales the damping force by the amount of area being compressed. This

improved model also happens to facilitate numerical integration by avoiding force discontinuities at impact (bounce).

Model the normal force as being applied to a single point BN of B, always located -r �ny from Bcm. This model seems

reasonable for a relative stiff ball (larger k). In reality, there is a contact patch whose distance from Bcm is less than r.

Model both sliding and rolling with the Continuous Friction Law2 which applies a friction force
to BN , (the point of B in contact with N), in terms of N�vBN

tangent (the component of N�vBN perpendicular to �ny).

�Ff = -µk

∣∣�FN

∣∣ N�vBN
tangent∣∣N�vBN

tangent

∣∣ + εv

10 ∗ absErrror ≤ εv � Characteristic value of
∣∣N�vBN

tangent

∣∣
absErrror is the numerical integrator’s absolute error.

Produce one computer code that continuously simulates B’s 3D motions for any realizable initial
condition or parameter value. Use a numerical integration step ≤ 0.01 sec, and absolute and relative
error tolerances ≤ 1 x 10-7. It should output a file that reports:3

Symbol Description Units
t Time in seconds seconds
x n̂x measure of Bcm’s position from No meters
y n̂y measure of Bcm’s position from No meters
z n̂z measure of Bcm’s position from No meters∣∣�v∣∣ Magnitude of Bcm’s velocity in N (1 mph = 0.44704 m/s) mph∣∣�ωωωωωωωωωωωωω∣∣ Magnitude of B’s angular velocity in N (1 Hertz = 2 π rad

sec ) Hertz
isContacting 1 (true) if B is contacting N otherwise 0 (false) noUnits
isRolling 1 (true) if B is rolling on N otherwise 0 (false) noUnits
FyNormal n̂y measure of contact force on B from N Newton

(a) Free-fall without spin: Determine analytic expressions for a tennis ball’s downward-vertical
speed vy(t) and displacement sy(t) in a vacuum, and terminal velocity in air. Start B at rest
in N and simulate 10 seconds in a vacuum and in air. Use the initial value: �rBcm/No = 800 m n̂y.

Analytic expressions In vacuum In air
Quantity In vacuum Terminal velocity (at 10 seconds) (at 10 seconds)

vy g t

√
2 m g

ρair A CD
98 m

s
22.444 m

s
= 50.2 mph

sy
1
2 g t2 Skip 490 m 188.87 m

(b) Projectile-motion with/without air-resistance or spin: Simulate and plot the motion of
a tennis ball hit at 60 mph (26.8224 m

s
) at 30◦ from horizontal, i.e., with initial values:

�rBcm/No = 1 m n̂y
N�vBcm = 60 mph [cos(30◦) n̂x + sin(30◦) n̂y]
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Vacuum
Air-resistance: wz =  30 Hz
Air-resistance: wz =   0 Hz

Air-resistance: wz = -30 Hz

Vacuum Air: ωz = 0
(t = 2.8 s) (t = 2.4 s)

x = 65.041 x = 37.0154
y = 0.13536 y = 0.04157

Air: ωz = 30 Hz ωz = -30 Hz
(t = 4.25 s) (t = 1.43 s)

x = 47.3091 x = 26.13
y = 0.08174 y = 0.06455

2Continuous Friction Law: Paul Mitiguy and Arun Banerjee, “Efficient Simulation of Motions Involving Coulomb
Friction”, Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Vol. 22, No. 1, January-February 1999, pp. 78-86.

3MotionGenesis, MATLABR©, and C tennis ball files are available at www.MotionGenesis.com ⇒ Get Started.
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(c) Static equilibrium from settling motion:
Determine an analytic expression for the static equilibrium value of y.
Validate these results (to 4+ digits) by simulating 2 seconds of the tennis
ball’s settling motion (no friction or air-resistance). Similarly for normal
force. Use initial values: �rBcm/No = r n̂y, N�vBcm = �0, N�ωωωωωωωωωωωωωB = �0.
Result:

yStatic = r −
√

m g
k

= 3.7074 cm
∣∣�FNormal

∣∣
Static

= m g = 0.686 N

(d) Effect of stiffness on simple bounce: Guess and check. Drop a ball from rest from a
height of 1 m. Guess the following, then check with simulation (use vacuum, µ = 0, ζ = 0):
The ratio of maximum normal force to normal force at static equilibrium is approximately 215 .
Increasing k by a factor of 9 causes maximum normal force to decrease/ increase by a factor of ≈ 2 .

Note: The normal force changes very rapidly at impact. To detect the maximum normal force, either
make the integration step very small (e.g., ≤ 0.0001 sec) or work with numerical integrator boundaries.

(e) Effect of damping on simple bounce: Guess and check. Drop a ball from rest from a
height of 1 m. Guess the following, then check with simulation (use vacuum, µ = 0, ζ = 0.1):
Doubling ζ (e.g., from 0.1 to 0.2) causes max normal force to decrease/ increase by a factor of ≈ 2 .

(f) Impact – horizontal bounce with/without ground friction: Simulate and plot 2 seconds
of motion for a tennis ball hit horizontally-right (in vacuum) with initial values:

�rBcm/No = 1 m n̂y
N�vBcm = 60 mph n̂x

N�ωωωωωωωωωωωωωB = �0
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No ground friction (mu = 0)
With ground friction (mu = 0.3) Record x and y at t = 2 s

No friction With friction
(µ = 0) (µ = 0.3)

x = 53.645 m x = 47.988 m
y = 0.2574 m y = 0.2574 m

(g) Horizontal motion with/without top-spin: Simulate and plot 2 seconds of motion for a
tennis ball hit horizontally-right (in air, with µ = 0.3) with initial values:4

�rBcm/No = 1 m n̂y
N�vBcm = 60 mph n̂x

N�ωωωωωωωωωωωωωB = ± 30 Hz n̂z or �0
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wz  =  30 Hz
wz  =  0 
wz  =  -30 Hz

Record x and y at t = 2 s

Back spin No spin
ωz = 30 Hz ωz = 0

x = 36.357 m x = 32.544 m
y = 0.0628 m y = 0.0411 m

4Although professional tennis players serve with speeds up to 150 mph, their average volley speed is approximately 75 mph
with spins near 2500 rpm ≈ 40 Hertz.
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(h) Bowling: Plot 2 seconds of motion for a tennis ball (in air but with Le = 0) having initial values:
�rBcm/No = r n̂y

N�vBcm = 60 mph n̂x
N�ωωωωωωωωωωωωωB = 30 Hz n̂x (not n̂z)
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Note: For good plotting data, use a numerical integration step ≈ 0.001 sec.

At t = 2 seconds, x ≈ 33.2324 m, y ≈ 3.7074 cm, and z ≈ 1.763532 m.

(i) Horizontal motion with top-spin to rolling:
Simulate and plot 8 seconds for z vs. x and EnergySum, KE, WorkAir vs. t for a tennis ball
hit horizontally-right (in air, with µ = 0.3) with the initial values:

�rBcm/No = 1 m n̂y
N�vBcm = 60 mph n̂x

N�ωωωωωωωωωωωωωB = -30 Hz n̂z
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Gravitational potential energy

Note: At t = 8 seconds, x ≈ 83.4313 m and y ≈ 3.6698194 cm.

Note: This simulation may run significantly slower than real time if there is no switching logic to change long

time-spans of relatively stiff spring/damper contact forces into idealized rigid surface contact and to change long

time-spans of approximating rolling to a more efficient/accurate rolling constraint. For example, by solely using

spring/damper forces to simulate normal forces and by using the Continuous Friction Law to simulate rolling,

it takes ≈ 2 minutes for compiled C language to simulate this 8 seconds of motion on a 2.2 GHz computer

(compiled C code is ≈ 10 times faster than interpreted languages such as MATLABR© or MotionGenesis).

Optional∗∗: Track whether mechanical energy is conserved by outputting a file that reports:
Symbol Description Units
KE B’s kinetic energy in N Joules
PEGravity B’s gravitational potential energy in N Joules
PESpring Potential energy due to compressive ball stiffness Joules
WorkDamper Work done on B from t = 0 by material damping Joules
WorkAir Work done on B from t = 0 by aerodynamic forces and torques Joules
WorkFriction Work done on B from t = 0 by friction with ground Joules
EnergySum = KE + PEGravity + PESpring − WorkDamper − WorkAir − WorkFriction Joules
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